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Abstract. Mildly-relativistic outflows with shocks of velocities 0.1–0.7c were deduced from 
multiwavelength observations of powerful fast transient sources. These outflows are associated 
with merging relativistic objects, relativistic supernovae and fast blue optical transients. 
Relativistic magneto-hydrodynamic (RMHD) models of these objects rely on the equation of 
state of the fluid, which is a collisionless plasma with a contribution of non-thermal components. 
In this paper, we present kinetic simulations of mildly-relativistic shocks with Particle-in-Cell 
and Monte-Carlo techniques to derive the adiabatic index of plasma in the shock downstream 
directly from the particle distributions, which can be implemented into the RMHD models.
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Аннотация. Субрелятивистские ударные волны со скоростями 0.1–0.7с обнаружены в 
мощных транзиентных объектах. Релятивистские магнитогидродинамические модели таких 
течений используют уравнение состояния вещества при наличии нетепловой компоненты. В 
этой работе представлены результаты вычисления показателя адиабаты плазмы за фронтом 
ударной волны с помощью Particle-in-Cell и Монте-Карло моделирования.
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Петра Великого.

Introduction

Recent multiwavelength observations of fast energetic transient sources associated with some 
classes of supernova and neutron star mergers revealed a presence there of mildly-relativistic out-
flows with shock waves of velocities faster than 0.1c [1–8]. Analysis of 42 daytimescale-evolving 
transients detected with Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF) [9] suggested that most of these objects are 
likely associated with core-collapse supernovae (SNe). The authors distinguished a few sub-types of 
the typical events as (i) subluminous SNe of Type Ib or IIb; (ii) luminous Type Ibn or hybrid IIn/
Ibn SNe; and (iii) short-duration radio-loud luminous events which prototype is nearby AT2018cow 
event. While the subluminous SNe events of Type IIb are the most numerous, the AT2018cow like 
events rate is less than 0.1% of the local corecollapse SNe rate [9]. The multiwavelength data on 
fast SNe related transients can be generally understood assuming an action of a powerful central 
engine in the collapsing stars which can launch a relativistic jet-type outflow. The relativistic hydro-
dynamical simulations performed in [10, 11] illustrated that depending on the time duration of the 
central engine power activity either a GRB type jet source (for a long enough activity time) or, for a 
shorter power injection time, a somewhat broader outflow and a radio bright relativistic SN can be 
produced by a collapsing star. The different energy injection regimes by the central engine result in 
different energy versus the ejecta speed distributions. The powerful jet breaking through the stellar 
envelope can form a mildly-relativistic expanding cocoon containing the energy ~1051 ergs (see e.g. 
[12]). The cocoon interacting with the circumstellar winds may emit the synchrotron self-absorbed 
radio emission observed in the fast optical transients [13]. The physical models of particle acceler-
ation in the fast transients based on the particle in cell simulations of mildly-relativistic shocks in 
barionic plasma produced by the central engine activity in the fast transients were discussed in [14]. 
Mildly-relativistic shocks are also determining the transition from the early highly-relativistic to 
the later time semi-relativistic likely barion-dominated outflows in the gamma-ray burst afterglows 
(see e.g. [15–17]) where the models can be used to model the non-thermal radiation. Moreover, 
mildly-relativistic shocks in stellar mass transient sources can be considered as efficient accelera-
tors of cosmic rays well above PeV regime (see [18] and the references therein). The future Large 
Synoptic Survey Telescope will detect a large amount of fast transients providing good possibilities 
to of the follow up multiwavelength studies. Therefore, there is a clear need in detailed modeling of 
different appearances of the semi-relativistic outflows in the transient sources. While to model the 
global structure of the flows the RMHD simulations are widely used, the collisionless shocks need 
the microscopic kinetic type of simulations since the collisionless shocks are producing non-thermal 
components which may influence the equation of state and the macroscopic parameters like the 
adiabatic indexes of the semi-relativistic plasma. Therefore, we present below the results of simula-
tions of the macroscopic plasma parameters, which can be used in the global RMHD simulations.

Particle-in-Cell simulations

In this work, we use the particle-in-cell code Smilei [19] for modeling collisionless shocks. 
The simulation domain is two-dimensional with the reflective wall on the left boundary along the 
x-axis and the plasma flowing in through the right boundary. The boundary conditions along the 
y-axis are periodic.

The simulation parameters are: the initial flow Lorentz factor Γ is in interval 1.05–1.5 for dif-
ferent setups, the flow magnetization
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where B is the magnetic field, mp and me are proton and electron masses, c is speed of light. The 
upstream number density n0 is equal to 1, but all quantities can be easily scaled to different value. 
The temperature T = 0.02 in units of the electron rest energy and the electron mass is increased 
up to me = mp /100. We used setups with different velocities of plasma flow vu = βuc and incli-
nation angles of magnetic field: ϑ is angle between the magnetic field and the flow velocity and 
φ is angle of field rotation in perpendicular plane, φ = 0 corresponds to the magnetic field lying 
in the simulation plane. Setups and their parameters are listed in Table 2.
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The spatial grid step is dx = 0.2c/ωp and the time step dt = 0.1/ωp, where 
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is the plasma frequency, e is the absolute value of the electron charge. The size of the simulation 
box along the x-axis is Lx = 40000c/ωp and in the transverse direction Ly = 100c/ωp. These scales 
correspond to 200000 and 500 grid points in x and y directions, respectively.

We obtain the MHD parameters of the shock 
from the simulation. The position of the shock front 
is well defined as shown in Fig. 1 so we can evalu-
ate the shock velocity in the downstream frame vd

sh 
and βd

sh = vd
sh/c  The shock velocity in the upstream 

frame is defined as βsh = (βu + βd
sh)/(1 + βu · β

d
sh) 

We can find temperature of each particle species 
behind the shock, minimizing the functional
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where F(E) is simulated distribution function and 
Fmj(E,T) is Maxwell-Juttner distribution function. 
Fitting of distribution function is shown in Fig. 2. 
Also on can see non-thermal tail of distribution, 
which is cut at level F(E) ≈ 10–7 to avoid strong 
statistical fluctuations at high energies. Also, we 
can derive adiabatic index for every species of 
particles using definition γi = 1 + P/Ek where P is 
the pressure and Ek is the kinetic energy of parti-
cles in the plasma rest frame.

( ) ( , ) ( , )2 sin( )x xP F E v E p E d dE= ϑ ϑ π ϑ ϑ∫ , 

and 2( )( )2 sin( ) .kE F E E mc d dE= − π ϑ ϑ∫  

Also we define γ̂ −  the adiabatic index, evaluated with the same formulae but using the 
Maxwell-Juttner particle distribution with the corresponding temperature.

Fig. 1. Time evolution of number density 
normalized to the far upstream number 

density in setup B30

Table 1 
Parameters of setups 

Setup ϑ φ βu
d
shβ βsh γp γe Tp 1010K Te 1010K ˆ ( )p pTγ ˆ ( )e eTγ

A30 30 90 0.5 0.13 0.59 1.620 1.389 75.5 19.0 1.617 1.389
A80 80 90 0.5 0.16 0.61 1.601 1.396 54.7 16.3 1.629 1.397
B30 30 90 0.3 0.088 0.38 1.647 1.499 14.5 4.0 1.656 1.502
B50 50 90 0.3 0.098 0.39 1.648 1.468 11.0 5.9 1.658 1.469
C30 30 0 0.3 0.088 0.38 1.647 1.502 14.4 3.9 1.656 1.504
D30 30 90 0.1 0.035 0.135 1.665 1.574 1.9 1.3 1.665 1.589
D80 80 90 0.1 0.052 0.151 1.664 1.580 2.6 1.5 1.665 1.579

Nota t i on s :  ϑ and φ are orientation angles of magnetic field, βu is upstream velocity in units of c, d
shβ is shock 

velocity in downstream (laboratory) frame, βsh  is shock velocity in upstream frame, γp and γe are protons and 
electrons adiabatic indices, Tp and Te  are temperatures of Maxwellian part of distribution and ˆ ( )p pTγ and 
ˆ ( )e eTγ are adiabatic indices, evaluated for Maxwell-Juttner distribution with corresponding temperature.
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One can see from Table 1 that the adiabatic index obtained from PIC simulation is smaller 
than obtained from the simple hydrodynamic theory. It should be taken into account in the MHD 
simulations. This difference increases when the particle acceleration is more efficient (case of the 
quasi-parallel shock). Also, the PIC simulation cannot simulate long non-thermal tales of distri-
butions because of it is high computational cost, and other methods, such as hybrid and Monte-
Carlo simulation are needed for more precise modeling of the MHD parameters.

Monte-Carlo simulation

Due to the limited computing power, PIC 
modeling can be performed only in a small 
area of the volume of real astrophysical objects. 
To describe astrophysical objects on their real 
scales, it is necessary to involve other numerical 
models. One of such models is the Monte Carlo 
calculations, which, unlike the PIC calculations, 
require the introduction of phenomenological 
laws, such as the mean free path of particles, the 
growth rates of plasma instabilities.

We develop a nonlinear numerical stationary 
plane-parallel relativistic Monte Carlo model of 
particle acceleration by longitudinal collisionless 
shocks [14]. Particle acceleration occurs by the 
first-order Fermi mechanism. The particles are 
scattered by the magnetic fluctuations and repeat-
edly cross the shock front. In our model, based 
on an iterative scheme, the conservation laws of 
energy and momentum fluxes near the shock are 

fulfilled. The model takes into account the modification of the upstream by the pressure of accel-
erated particles, the amplification of the magnetic fluctuations due to plasma instabilities caused by 
the anisotropy of the accelerated particle distribution function in the upstream, the dissipation of 
turbulent modes, and the turbulent cascade. Particle propagation is organized based on pitch-angle 
scattering. The particles are divided into accelerated and background. The particle is considered as 
accelerated if it has crossed the front of the shock at least once from the downstream to the upstream.

Table 2 shows the results of Monte Carlo calculations for different shock velocities νsh = βsh c · γth, 
γcr, γtot are the adiabatic indices of the background plasma, the accelerated particle distribution 
and the total in the downstream, respectively. Tth is the temperature of background protons in the 
downstream. Other model parameters except νsh are the same in all calculations. The free escape 
boundary of particles is at the coordinate xFEB = –10·514 cm, the shock front corresponds to the 
coordinate x = 0. The number density of the background plasma n0= 5·105 cm–3 in the far unper-
turbed upstream. The rms turbulent magnetic field Bst(xFEB) is equal to the constant magnetic field 
B0 = 3·10–3G in the far unperturbed upstream.

 2 2
0( ) ( )stB x B x B= + .

Fig. 2. Fit of the electron distribution in the 
shock downstream with Maxwell-Juttner 

distribution, setup B30

Table 2
Results of Monte Carlo calculations 

Setup βsh γth γcr γtot Tth 1010K
MC1 0.1 1.66 1.43 1.49 0.59
MC2 0.3 1.66 1.42 1.49 7.11
MC3 0.5 1.64 1.41 1.49 26.5
MC4 0.7 1.61 1.40 1.48 82.4

Nota t i on s :  βsh is shock velocity in upstream frame in units of c, 
γth is adiabatic index of background plasma, γcr is adiabatic index of 
accelerated particles, γtot is total adiabatic index and Tth is a temperature  
of background plasma.
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Fig. 3 shows the profiles of the background plasma flow velocity and the magnetic field. The 
turbulent part of the magnetic field is amplified due to plasma instabilities and adiabatically. rg0 = 
mpcvsh/eB0, where e is elementary charge.

The scales achievable in PIC modeling are of the order of several rg0, so the PIC modeling 
can describe a small area near the shock compared to the Monte Carlo modeling (see Fig. 3). 
Since the maximum energies of accelerated particles strongly depend on the size of the system, in 
the Monte Carlo calculations, the maximum energies of particles are many orders of magnitude 
higher than in the PIC calculations. The temperature of the background plasma in the down-
stream in the Monte Carlo simulation is also affected by the amplification of modes by plasma 
instabilities associated with the anisotropy of the distribution of the high-energy accelerated par-
ticles and the energy dissipation of these modes at the upstream scales.

Conclusions

Hydrodynamic and RMHD models are constructed to interpret the light-curves and spectra of 
fast transients (e.g. [20, 10, 5, 21, 22, 13, 23] and the reference therein). Results of kinetic mod-
eling of mildly-relativistic shocks show that adiabatic index of plasma differs from typical values, 
which are usually used in hydrodynamic models, due to non maxwellian distribution of particles. 
It should be taken into account during MHD modeling of global structures of mildly-relativistic 
outflows. Also, Particle-in-Cell modeling provides electrons temperature, which can be useful for 
hydrodynamic and hybrid modeling.
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